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1) Life. Nuclear warheads wired go off unless each of 12 knobs is set
to a certain value (between 1–10). Surprisingly, they don’t go off.

Provides evidence that someone en-
sured as much.
1 in a trillion chance, if random.

2) The Universe, and Everything. Our universe, with its known phys-
ical laws, exists. Surprisingly, it allows for the existence of life.

According to our best cosmological and physical theories, there are
a handful of fundamental constants (the strength of gravity, strength
of strong nuclear force, etc.) that needed to be in very specific ranges
in order to create a universe hospitable to life. Deviations would lead to universes

full of only hydrogen, or only black
holes, or ones that would immediately
collapse, etc.

How unlikely? Given random settings to the constants, fewer than
than one in one hundred trillion trillion trillion trillions, would be
hospitable to life i.e.
1 in 100,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 1 in 1050.

Q: Does this make Case (2) like Case (1), providing evidence that
someone (or something) ensured that the constants were “fine-tuned”?

White’s argument:

P1 If a fact E calls out for explanation, and hypothesis H provides Inference to the best explanation (IBE)

one that is better than any alternative explanation, then E provides
significant evidence for H.

P2 That our universe is hospitable to life (E) calls out for explanation.
P3 That God ensured that the constants were in the range that permits

life (H) would explain why our universe is hospitable to life (E).
P4 There is no comparably good alternative explanation of E.
C Therefore, that our universe is hospitable to life (E) provides signif-

icant evidence for God setting the constants (H).

The argument is valid, so the question is whether the premises are true.

P1 is uncontroversial. Some facts call out for explanation—nuclear war-
heads not going off, scrabble letters spelling a line from Hamlet, etc.

Not merely when improbable, but when
both improbable and well-explained
by a reasonable alternative.

Objection to P2

Anthropic principle: if the constants weren’t in the correct range, we
wouldn’t be here to observe them. So no surprise!

Problem: Reasoning applies equally well to the Life (nukes) case, but is
clearly wrong there.

Correct that if we exist, we’ll observe
such constants. What calls out for ex-
planation is why we exist at all.

Objection to P3

God is too mysterious to explain this—we have no idea how it could
set the constants.
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Reply 1: mystery doesn’t undermine. 1000 years ago we had no idea
how human brains worked, yet still could use them in explanations.

Reply 2: the objection over-generalizes. Striking observations could be
explained by appeal to God. E.g. clouds in the sky communicating

answers to all our questions.

Objection to P4

What about a multiverse?

Fine-tuning doesn’t itself provide evidence for a multiverse. Com-
pare: throwing scrabble tiles that then spell ‘Hello world’ is not evi-
dence that millions of other people have been throwing scrabble tiles.

Upshot: We need independent evidence for a multiverse for it to be a
rival explanation. Without it, fine-tuning provides evidence in favor of
God existing.


